Fall Welcome Reception &
Inauguration of the CFS History Collection

Dan Barnes and Pat Mullen Reminisce!
interviewed by Amy Shuman

Friday, August 30th, 2013
4:00PM - 6:30PM
218 Ohio Stadium (2nd floor)
1961 Tuttle Park Place, between gates 18-20 on the east side of the stadium

Come help CFS start the new academic year in our new consolidated offices in the Ohio Stadium!

4:00-4:30 - Greeting and noshing
4:30-6:00 - The Dan and Pat show
6:00-end - Archives tour

CFS is inaugurating a series of oral history interviews with faculty, friends, and alumni to complement our new CFS History Collection in the Folklore Archives. We begin with a public interview highlighting our most celebrated narrators, Dan Barnes and Patrick Mullen. Amy Shuman officiates, and may be persuaded to tell a joke. Stick around afterwards for a tour with Archivist Puja Batra-Wells. Old friends, new students, and everyone in between are encouraged to join us.

RSVP to Cristina Benedetti <benedetti.6@osu.edu>
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